ABSTRACT

Early gut microbiota plays a vital role in the long-term health of the host. However, understanding of these microbiota is very limited in livestock species, especially in dairy calves. Neonatal calves are highly susceptible to enteric infections, one of the major causes of calf death, so approaches to improving gut health and overall calf health are needed. An increasing number of studies are exploring the microbial composition of the gut, the mucosal immune system, and early dietary interventions to improve the health of dairy calves, revealing possibilities for effectively reducing the susceptibility of calves to enteric infections while promoting growth. Still, comprehensive understanding of the effect of dietary interventions on gut microbiota—one of the key aspects of gut health—is lacking. Such knowledge may provide in-depth understanding of the mechanisms behind functional changes in response to dietary interventions. Understanding of host–microbial interactions with dietary interventions and the role of the gut microbiota during pathogenesis at the site of infection in early life is vital for designing effective tools and techniques to improve calf gut health.
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INTRODUCTION

The role of the gut microbiome (the microbial taxonomic composition and their collective genomes) in the development and function of the gastrointestinal tract and in gut health across animal species has been widely recognized. The presence of gut microbiota is necessary for the development of the intestinal epithelium, the mucosal layer (Sharma et al., 1995), and lymphoid structures (Mebius, 2003), as well as for the differentiation of immune cell repertoire (Smith and Garrett, 2011). The use of germ-free rodent models has successfully explained the role of gut microbiota in modulating the anatomy and physiology of the mammalian gastrointestinal tract and intestinal-mucosa-associated immune system (Sommer and Bäckhed, 2013). A recent attempt to cross-colonize human gut microbiota in mice suggested that only host-specific microbiota could trigger the maturation of the mucosal immune system (Chung et al., 2012); it is therefore important to study host–microbial interactions that affect host health within a species.

Although the human gut microbiome has received the most attention due to its immense importance for human health, more and more studies are investigating the importance of gut microbiota in the health and production of livestock (Kogut and Arsenault, 2016). Cattle provide milk and meat to meet growing demands for animal proteins as the human population increases. They can convert low-quality dietary substrates that are unsuitable for human consumption into high-quality animal protein (meat and milk) through sustainable farming (Eisler et al., 2014). However, the cattle industry is facing many challenges—one of them being the high rates of preweaned calf mortality (USDA, 2010)—that affect replacement herds. Enteric infections in neonatal calves are one of the major causes of calf death (Uetake, 2013), despite preventive measures. Moreover, with the new regulations limiting the prophylactic use of antimicrobials (Smith, 2015), the need for alternative approaches to minimize diarrhea incidence in neonatal calves is urgent.

Methods to improve calf gut health during the preweaning period are necessary to minimize calves’ susceptibility to enteric infections. Gut health is an ambiguous term used to describe multiple factors that contribute to maintaining disease-free status in the gastrointestinal tract (Bischoff, 2011). Manipulation of the gut microbiome, a key factor that influences gut health (Bischoff, 2011), is one option for improving calf gut health. However, a better understanding of
host–microbial interactions in the preweaned calf gut is needed to design effective microbial manipulation tools and techniques. The aim of this review was to summarize available information on the gut microbiota and mucosal immune system of preweaned dairy calves and critically evaluate the microbial manipulation methods currently in use to improve calf gut health to identify knowledge gaps that need to be addressed to improve dairy calf health.

**ASSESSMENT OF GUT MICROBIOTA: WHERE ARE WE?**

More research into the gut microbiota of dairy calves has become available with the development of culture-independent molecular-based approaches. Among them, next-generation sequencing (NGS) has become affordable for many researchers as a way of including microbial analysis in their studies. However, not all studies provide clear definitions of terms, especially in animal nutrition research. For example, microbiota and microbiome are often used interchangeably, but microbiota is the composition of a microbial community, usually identified by targeted sequencing of 16S rRNA gene using amplicon sequencing, and microbiome is the total genetic information of a microbial community (microbiota), which can be identified using whole-genome sequencing of the metagenome.

In the past, a targeted or desired region of the 16S rRNA gene was sequenced by using Sanger sequencing, after cloning of PCR products (Chakravorty et al., 2007; Tringe and Hugenholtz, 2008). With the development of NGS approaches that use bridge amplification (Illumina sequencing) or emulsion amplification (454 sequencing, SOLiD) of a single DNA strand, cloning of PCR products is no longer needed (Shendure and Ji, 2008). As well, NGS approaches generate high-throughput data by sequencing a large number of pooled samples after adding identifiers or barcodes, and they drastically decrease the cost of sequencing (Tringe and Hugenholtz, 2008). Of the NGS approaches, gut microbiologists prefer Roche 454 pyrosequencing and Illumina sequencing (Arrieta et al., 2014), which are associated with well-developed bioinformatics pipelines for community composition analysis such as quantitative insight into microbial ecology (QIIME) and mothur (Plummer et al., 2015).

In addition to targeted 16SrRNA amplicon-based sequencing, NGS can be used to sequence the genomic DNA and messenger RNA of a microbial community to study the metagenome and the metatranscriptome of a gut microbiome, respectively. They allow study of the functions of microbial communities while generating taxonomic composition data. Metagenomics-based approaches can be used to explore microbial gene composition and functional abundance; metatranscriptomics-based approaches can be used to investigate the active microbiome by measuring levels of gene expression (Hugenholtz and Tyson, 2008). The advantage of studying the metatranscriptome over the metagenome is that it allows for exploration of the active microbial community. Amplicon sequencing has been used widely to study the gut microbiota of preweaned calves as a way of identifying their composition (presence or absence of particular taxa) and how they can be affected by age, diet, or growth (Oikonomou et al., 2013; Klein-Jöbstl et al., 2014; Malmuthuge et al., 2014; Foditsch et al., 2015). To date, metagenome sequencing to explore the function of gut microbiota in preweaned calves is rare (Malmuthuge, 2016), and no attempts have been made to study the active microbial community of dairy calves using a metatranscriptome-based approach.

**PREWEANED CALF GUT MICROBIOME: WHAT DO WE KNOW?**

The calf gut microbiota has been studied mainly using fecal samples (Uyeno et al., 2010; Mayer et al., 2012; Oikonomou et al., 2013; Klein-Jöbstl et al., 2014; Tomassini, 2015), but a few studies have used local intestinal samples (Malmuthuge et al., 2012, 2014). These studies have reported the presence of a simple, less diverse bacterial community at birth that increases in complexity and diversity with growth, as a result of age and dietary changes (Uyeno et al., 2010; Mayer et al., 2012; Oikonomou et al., 2013; Klein-Jöbstl et al., 2014; Tomassini, 2015; Dill-McFarland et al., 2017). The first colonizers identified from calf meconium samples are *Citrobacter*, *Lactococcus*, *Leuconostoc*, and *Lactobacillus*, and meconium microbial composition is very similar to the fecal microbiota at 6 and 12 h after birth (Mayer et al., 2012). However, the similarity between fecal microbial composition and meconium samples decreases drastically after 24 h of life because of increased diversity (Mayer et al., 2012), indicating the establishment of a complex microbiome very early in life. Individual variations observed among calves decrease with calf age (Klein-Jöbstl et al., 2014), suggesting the establishment of a more similar microbial community in older calves. Bacterial groups detected in the fecal samples of preweaned calves revealed increasing or decreasing patterns in their relative abundance with calf growth. For example, the abundance of bacterial genera *Bifidobacterium*, *Lactobacillus*, *Fecalibacterium*, and *Enterococcus* decreases with growth (Uyeno et al., 2010; Oikonomou et al., 2013; Klein-Jöbstl et al. 2014).
al., 2014; Tomassini, 2015). Although these studies report similar patterns of gut microbial colonization using fecal samples, variations among studies in gut microbial composition (the relative abundance of detected bacterial groups) are evident. The majority of studies reported a higher abundance of genus *Bacteroides* (phylum *Bacteroidetes*) in the fecal samples of preweaned calves (Uyeno et al., 2010; Klein-Jöbstl et al., 2014; Tomassini, 2015). Oikonomou et al. (2013) reported a higher abundance of *Firmicutes* in the samples collected through rectal swabs within the first 6 wk of life; however, the authors did not discuss bacterial composition at the genus level in detail. Foditsch et al. (2015) also reported a higher abundance of *Firmicutes* in rectal swab samples, and genus-level information revealed that *Bacteroides* was one of the predominant bacterial groups. The contrasting results observed among studies may have resulted from differences in microbial profiling methods, breeds used, and feeding methods or diet. Mayer et al. (2012) showed that the fecal microbial composition was more similar between twin calves than between siblings, implying that host genetics partly define individual gut microbial composition. Thus, the use of different calves raised under varying management practices may have also contributed to the observed differences among studies.

Gut microbial colonization during the preweaning period has primarily been studied using fecal samples, because it is a noninvasive way to collect samples from the same individual over time. However, Malmuthuge et al. (2014) reported that bacterial composition could vary depending on the gastrointestinal tract region and sample type used (content versus mucosal tissue). *Firmicutes* and *Bacteroidetes* dominated the bacterial communities along the gastrointestinal tract of preweaned calves at 3 wk of life, but the relative abundance of these 2 phyla varied greatly among local gut regions and between the tissue and content within each region.

Most studies focused on the composition of the gut bacteria, but a few reported the composition of archaea in the gut of preweaned calves (Zhou et al., 2014; Dill-McFarland et al., 2017). Although gut bacteria have been studied mainly to understand their modulatory roles in the mucosal immune system and in calf health (Malmuthuge et al., 2012; Oikonomou et al., 2013), studies on the intestinal archael community emphasize that in-depth understanding of this microbial group is useful in controlling enteric methane emissions (Zhou et al., 2014; Guzman et al., 2015; Dill-McFarland et al., 2017). Similar to gut bacteria, the archaea in the calf gut vary along the gastrointestinal tract (Zhou et al., 2014) and display high individual variation in their composition (Zhou et al., 2014; Dill-McFarland et al., 2017).

**EFFECT OF PREWEANED CALF DIET ON GUT MICROBIAL COMPOSITION**

In addition to studies describing the gut microbial composition of preweaned dairy calves, a few studies describe the effects of diet on this composition. The preweaned calf diet is changed rapidly from milk or milk replacer to a solid diet within a few weeks of birth, and the industry uses various management strategies to optimize the transition and weaning process (Khan et al., 2011). Existing studies have mainly explored the effect of calf starter (Malmuthuge et al., 2013), transition or weaning methods (Meale et al., 2016), and feeding methods (Maynou et al., 2016) on gut microbial composition in preweaned calves. Supplementation of a milk replacer diet with calf starter during weaning tended to increase the number of bacterial phylotypes (a group of 16S gene sequences sharing more similarities to each other) in the calf gut, although it did not affect bacterial density or the proportion of lactic acid bacteria in calf small intestine (Malmuthuge et al., 2013). Those authors noted that milk replacer accounted for the majority of the diet during weaning, and this might have masked the effect of starter on gut microbiota. Another attempt to study the effect of transition or weaning method on the fecal microbiota of dairy calves revealed no differences in bacterial composition between abrupt and gradual weaning (Meale et al., 2016). Once again, calves were on a diet that consisted mainly of milk replacer, regardless of their weaning method, implying that dietary differences were not significant enough to influence gut microbial composition. A comparison of the fecal microbiota of calves fed pasteurized waste milk or milk replacer revealed a lower prevalence of bacterial orders *Clostridales* and *Bacteroidales* in calves fed pasteurized waste milk than in calves fed milk replacer (Maynou et al., 2016). Although the effect of the preweaned calf diet has been well studied in terms of calf rumen development and the weaning process, we know less about how it influences gastrointestinal tract microbiota and microbial interactions with host functions. The early introduction of calf starter promotes rumen development and facilitate early weaning (Khan et al., 2011), but it may also influence the intestinal gut barrier and immune responses by altering the expression of genes associated with microbial recognition and barrier functions (Malmuthuge et al., 2013).

**ANTIMICROBIAL USE DURING EARLY LIFE AND GUT MICROBIAL COMPOSITION**

Antimicrobials are used heavily in the dairy industry to promote gut health and lower the risk of enteric infections (Smith, 2015). However, their use in food
animal production is a controversial issue, with studies reporting low effectiveness in preventing enteric infections (Smith, 2015). As well, increasing public awareness of antimicrobial resistance has led to new regulations limiting the prophylactic use of antimicrobials in dairy calves (Thames et al., 2012). A few attempts have been made to understand the effect of antimicrobials on gut microbial composition (Xie et al., 2013; Oultram et al., 2015; Pereira et al., 2016) and the occurrence of genes for antimicrobial resistance in calf gut microbiota (Khachatryan et al., 2004; Thames et al., 2012; Maynou et al., 2016, 2017).

Treating calves with the antimicrobial bacitracin methylene disalicylate (BMD) altered the fecal microbial composition of calves by increasing the number of opportunistic pathogens such as *Escherichia*, *Enterococcus*, and *Shigella*, and decreasing beneficial bacteria such as *Roseburia*, *Faecalibacterium*, and *Eubacterium* (Xie et al., 2013). This increase in potentially pathogenic bacterial groups was observed in all calves treated with BMD regardless of their health status, but in calves that did not receive antibiotic treatment, the increase was observed only when they had diarrhea (Xie et al., 2013). Use of antibiotics to treat calf diarrhea and respiratory diseases has also led to alterations in the fecal microbial composition of preweaned calves (Oultram et al., 2015). The abundance of *Lactobacillus* decreased with all antibiotic treatments, but the greatest reduction in *Lactobacillus* abundance was observed with oxytetracycline, a broad-spectrum antibiotic (Oultram et al., 2015). In a recent study, feeding milk that contained residual antimicrobials influenced the fecal microbiota of preweaned calves (Pereira et al., 2016). The relative abundance of *Clostridium* and *Streptococcus* decreased when calves were fed milk that contained antimicrobials. These observed changes in gut bacterial composition following antimicrobial exposure indicates that antimicrobials cause dysbiosis (microbial imbalance) in the gut microbiota of preweaned calves. Maynou et al. (2016) reported that feeding waste milk containing β-lactam antimicrobial residues increased the presence of β-lactamase resistance genes in the *Escherichia coli* population of preweaned calves compared to calves fed milk replacer. In another study, Maynou et al. (2017) reported a higher number of antimicrobial-resistant (*enrofloxacin*, florfenicol, streptomycin) *E. coli* phenotypes in calves fed waste milk than in calves fed milk replacer. The prevalence of antimicrobial-resistant fecal *E. coli* phenotypes was also influenced by calf age, regardless of feeding program (Maynou et al., 2017). For example, *enrofloxacin*- and doxycycline-resistant genes increased in abundance during the first 6 wk of life, but doxycycline-resistant genes decreased from 6 wk to 1 yr of age (Maynou et al., 2017). These studies indicate that early antimicrobial treatments influence the microbial composition and the prevalence of antimicrobial genes in the gut microbiota of preweaned calves, and the occurrence of antimicrobial-resistant genes in the gut microbiota can change with calf age. We may see further decreases in the effectiveness of the antimicrobials used to treat preweaned calves with infectious diseases because of increases in the abundance of antimicrobial resistance genes in the early gut microbiome.

**MUCOSAL IMMUNE SYSTEM IN PREWEANED CALVES**

Besides preserving a healthy gut microbiome, maintaining effective immune responses that can detect, prevent, and eliminate invading pathogens while tolerating commensal microbiota is a key aspect of gut health (Bischoff, 2011). The mucosal immune system comprises physical barriers (mucosal layer, epithelium), chemical barriers (antimicrobial peptides, secretory IgA) and pattern-recognition receptors [toll-like receptors (TLR), NOD-like receptors], as well as a repertoire of immune cells involved in performing the above tasks (Hooper et al., 2012). Physical barriers play a crucial role by preventing the invasion of microbiota present in the intestinal lumen into intestinal tissue enriched with immune cells. The mucosal layer, the first physical barrier, contains secreted net-like glycosylated mucins that trap microbiota (Johansson et al., 2011). The secretory compounds (IgA, antimicrobial peptides) also limit the growth of microbiota on the mucosal layer (Johansson et al., 2011). For example, secreted IgA in response to commensal microbiota is non-inflammatory and provides protection by binding to microbiota entering the mucosal layer (Gutzeit et al., 2014). Beneath the mucosal layer, a single layer of epithelial cells, connected by an intracellular junctional complex known as tight junctions (Ulluwishewa et al., 2011), regulates the movement of macromolecules through the layer. Our recent studies on the whole transcriptome (Liang et al., 2016) and microRNAome of the small intestine (Liang et al., 2014) of preweaned dairy calves have provided clues about the molecular mechanisms that regulate intestine development in early life. Profiling of the microRNAome, the regulatory molecules of gene expression, revealed regional and temporal variations in the expression of detected microRNA in the jejunum and ileum of preweaned calves (Liang et al., 2014). The main difference in the expression of microRNA was observed during the first week of life, and the functions of these differentially expressed microRNA were related to the development of intestinal epithelial cells (Liang et al., 2014). When those authors studied the transcriptome of the same calves, they found that expression of
tight-junction protein coding genes (claudin 1, claudin 4, and occludin) upregulated during the first week of life (Liang et al., 2016). These findings suggest that the first week of life is crucial for the development of intestinal epithelium or the physical barrier of the mucosal immune system. The expression of tight-junction protein coding genes was also affected by the addition of calf starter to a diet of milk replacer during weaning, indicating increased gut permeability with starter feeding (Malmuthuge et al., 2013). Future studies are needed to determine how different nutritional strategies affect barrier function, which is so important for protecting the host from microbial invasions and absorbing nutrients.

However, when we compared 2 regions of the small intestine in preweaned calves, the jejunum had more tight-junction protein coding genes than the ileum (Liang et al., 2016), indicating poor barrier function at the ileum. We also observed differences between the jejunum and the ileum in the expression of genes related to B cell lineage (Liang et al., 2016). Differences in the lymphoid structures and their functions have also been reported between the jejunum and the ileum of fetal and postnatal calves (Yasuda et al., 2006). The development of follicles and the proliferation of B cells in the ileal Peyer’s patches were different than in the jejunum, and these differences implied that the jejunum acts as an immune induction site, but the ileum does not (Yasuda et al., 2006). The use of an RNAseq approach (transcriptome profiling) by Liang et al. (2016) further confirmed that the jejunum has greater immune induction capacity than the ileum.

Moreover, exploring the mucosal leukocyte populations of the small intestines of preweaned calves (3 to 5 wk of age) revealed significant differences in the distribution and abundance of leukocyte populations between the jejunum and the ileum (Fries et al., 2011a). A dendritic cell subpopulation (CD11c<sup>Hi</sup>CD14<sup>+</sup>) and natural killer cells (CD335<sup>+</sup>) were highly abundant in the ileum but not in the jejunum, and macrophages were observed only in the ileal intraepithelial compartment (Fries et al., 2011a). Studying the myeloid and lymphoid cell populations in the small intestine revealed a higher abundance of some myeloid cell populations (CD4, CD8, and γδ TcR T cells, and CD11cHiCD14<sup>+</sup> macrophages) in the ileum of weaned calves than in the jejunum, but these differences were not observed in preweaned calves (Fries et al., 2011b). Apart from the observed regionality, Fries et al. (2011b) also reported significant differences in mucosal leukocyte populations between preweaned and weaned calves. Total mucosal leukocytes (CD45<sup>+</sup>) increased in both gut regions as calves got older, but CD4 cells and natural killer cells were significantly higher in the jejunum in weaned calves than in preweaned calves (Fries et al., 2011b). Age-dependent changes in mucosal immune cell populations can also be different between the 2 small intestinal regions. These findings suggest regional differences between the jejunum and ileum exist at various levels of system biology, such as immune cell populations (Fries et al., 2011a) in the anatomy of the lymphoid structures (Yasuda et al., 2006) and at the molecular level (Liang et al., 2014, 2016).

A comparison of the expression of TLR and antimicrobial peptides (β-defensin, peptidoglycan recognition protein 1) between preweaned and weaned calves mainly revealed an age-dependent expression pattern (Malmuthuge et al., 2012). No differences were observed in the expression of genes between the jejunum and the ileum, except for TLR1, TLR9, and TLR10 in preweaned calves and TLR10 in weaned calves, which showed higher expression in the ileum than in the jejunum (Malmuthuge et al., 2012). Interestingly, Fries et al. (2011b) and Malmuthuge et al. (2012) used the same animals to study immune cell populations and the expression of immune-related genes. These studies together suggested a decrease in the innate immune-related response (decrease in TLR expression in Malmuthuge et al., 2012) and an increase in adaptive immune response (increase in mucosal T cells in Fries et al., 2011b) with increasing calf age. A switch from innate immunity to adaptive immunity with age has also been shown in humans, and has been suggested as a sign of a developed mucosal immune system (Teran et al., 2011).

**OPPORTUNITIES TO IMPROVE CALF GUT HEALTH VIA THE GUT MICROBIOME**

The gut microbiome plays a crucial role in the development, maturation, and homeostasis of the mucosal immune system (Hooper et al., 2012), and dysbiosis in the gut microbiome has been linked to various enteric disorders that cause intestinal tissue inflammation in humans and mice (Sartor and Mazmanian, 2012). Maintaining normal bacterial densities and composition is necessary for a healthy gut (Bischoff, 2011); thus, nurturing a healthy gut microbiome to improve gut health and overall host health is a topic of interest for humans and livestock.

An overgrowth in *E. coli* has been observed in the small intestines of calves with neonatal calf diarrhea (Constable, 2004), suggesting dysbiosis in gut microbiota. However, it is not clear whether this dysbiosis is the cause or the result of enteric infections. Oikonomou et al. (2013) have suggested that the early gut microbial composition of calves might be linked to susceptibility to enteric infections, indicating that individual varia-
tions in early gut microbiota may play a role in the pathogenesis of neonatal calf diarrhea. A recent study attempted to improve calf health by manipulating early gut microbial composition with oral supplementation of *Faecalibacterium prausnitzii* (Foditsch et al., 2015), a bacterium reported to be negatively associated with calf diarrhea (Oikonomou et al., 2013). Oral administration of *F. prausnitzii* during the first week of life effectively reduced the incidence of diarrhea and calf death related to diarrhea in preweaned calves during the first 7 wk of life (Foditsch et al., 2015). As well, *F. prausnitzii* was more abundant in treated calves during the first 5 wk of life than in control calves (Foditsch et al., 2015), indicating that early microbial interventions persist within the gut microbiome, and that this persistence may play a role in influencing host health. Thus, this study showed promising results for early microbial intervention to improve calf gut health and overall health. Besides understanding the effects of microbial manipulations on host health, it is important to understand their effect on the gut microbiome, the potential modulators of gut health and host health. However, the authors did not observe statistical differences in the relative abundance of the detected bacterial groups, except for *Faecalibacterium*, which was higher in the treated group than in the controls (Foditsch et al., 2015). A lack of information about variations in the relative abundance of different bacterial groups prevents us from understanding the contribution of individual animal differences to these observations. Studies on human gut (Yatsunenko et al., 2012) and rumen (Jami et al., 2013) microbiomes have revealed that individual animal variation is higher in early life than in adulthood, and this might have contributed to the lack of statistical differences between bacterial groups. Moreover, information is lacking on the gut microbiome of calves with diarrhea to understand what makes them susceptible to enteric infections even if they are treated. In-depth understanding of the gut microbiome using metagenomics and metatranscriptomics is needed to help us clarify microbial-microbial interactions that lead to dysbiosis during enteric infections in preweaned calves.

Failure of passive transfer of immunity due to poor colostrum management leads to high incidence of diarrhea (Lorenz et al., 2011). Therefore, timed feeding of high-quality colostrum (IgG >50 mg/mL of colostrum) is an important good calf management practice for preventing neonatal calf diarrhea (Godden, 2008). Feeding heat-treated colostrum has been reported to decrease diarrhea incidence in calves compared with those fed fresh colostrum (Godden et al., 2012). One of our recent studies revealed that feeding colostrum soon after birth facilitated bacterial colonization in the small intestine in dairy calves within 12 h of life, compared with calves that did not receive colostrum within 6 or 12 h after birth (Malmuthuge et al., 2015). This study did not investigate the long-term effects of different colostrum-feeding methods on gut microbiota. However, a single feeding of heat-treated colostrum soon after birth promoted colonization with *Bifidobacterium* and reduced colonization with *E. coli*, suggesting that colostrum acts as a natural prebiotic that promotes the establishment of beneficial bacteria in the preweaned calf gut. Such an increase in *Bifidobacterium* and a decrease in *E. coli* may have been one reason behind the decreased incidence of diarrhea in calves fed heat-treated colostrum in the Godden et al. (2012) study. Hence, we need to understand the role of colostrum, besides being immunogenic, in establishing a gut microbiome that interacts with the developing mucosal immune system. Such knowledge will provide opportunities to improve gut health through early microbial manipulation.

Although their effect on gut microbiota have not been evaluated, feeding yeast (*Saccharomyces cerevisiae*) cultures or yeast products to improve health has been tested in preweaned calves. Feeding yeast products decreases the number of days with diarrhea in calves that have failure of passive transfer of immunity (Galvão et al., 2005). Moreover, feeding yeast cultures with grain decreases the incidence of diarrhea and the mortality rate in calves within the first 70 d of life (Magalhães et al., 2008). A recent study evaluated the effect of yeast products on immune response in pathogen infections (*Citrobacter freundii*, *Salmonella enterica*) and revealed that calves supplemented with yeast products had a lower neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio and lower fecal scores (Harris, 2016). The authors suggested that this finding might have been due to a decrease in inflammatory response, equivalent to fewer signs of infection and better gut health. Together, these studies suggest that yeast cultures and yeast products can be used to decrease the susceptibility of calves to enteric infections. However, they overlooked the effect of feeding microbiota or microbial products on the gut microbiome. Feeding the fermentation products of yeast to dairy calves altered rumen microbial composition during the experimental period, but not at the end of the feeding trial (Xiao et al., 2016). When the authors profiled the microbiota of the duodenum at the end of the trial, they found no changes in microbial composition between control calves and calves supplemented with the fermentation products of yeast (Xiao et al., 2016). This study further reported that small intestinal morphology changed at the end of the trial with supplementation of the fermentation products of yeast, but did not provide details on the small intestinal gut microbiome. Thus, a few questions need to be answered to understand the
Quercetin, a flavonoid, has been tested on calves to evaluate if it can affect the plasma immunoglobulin level of colostrum-deprived calves that are highly susceptible to enteric infections (Gruse et al., 2016). Flavonoids are bioactive compounds that are beneficial for human health because of their antioxidant, anti-inflammatory, and antimicrobial activities (Bell, 2016). However, quercetin could not improve plasma immunoglobulin levels to the level observed in calves fed colostrum (Gruse et al., 2016). In addition, lower levels of plasma glucose and total protein, and higher levels of C-reactive proteins and serum amyloid (indicators of inflammation), were observed in the colostrum-deprived calves (Gruse et al., 2016), and these blood parameters remained the same when the colostrum-deprived calves were supplemented with quercetin (Gruse et al., 2016). However, quercetin has been shown to promote balanced gut microbial composition in rats fed a diet high in fat and sucrose that altered microbial composition by increasing the ratio of *Firmicutes* to *Bacteroidetes* (Etcheberria et al., 2015). Supplementing the rats with quercetin for 6 wk decreased the abundance of phylum *Firmicutes* and class *Erysipelotrichi*, but did not lead to differences in the blood parameters tested (insulin, glucose, TNFα, lipopolysaccharides; Etcheberria et al., 2015). In contrast, Gruse et al. (2016) looked only at the short-term effects (9 d) of quercetin on blood parameters and did not evaluate its effect on the gut microbiome. Thus, we cannot yet conclude whether feeding quercetin is an effective dietary manipulation method for calves.

**THE FUTURE**

Based on mouse models and in vitro studies, we know that the gut microbiota modulates the expression of TLR that recognize microbial patterns and prime the immune system (Rakoff-Nahoum et al., 2004), and that play a vital role in maintaining the integrity of the intestinal barrier by interacting with tight-junction protein coding genes (Uluwischewa et al., 2011). In our previous studies (Malmuthuge et al., 2012; Liang et al., 2014, 2016), we reported associations between bacterial densities and expression of immune-related genes that imply interactions among early gut microbiota and host mucosal immune system development. Enteric pathogens in neonatal calves mainly target the small intestine as the major site of infection (Cho and Yoon, 2014). Because it has a lower barrier function (Liang et al., 2016) and low immune induction capacity (Yasuda et al., 2006), and because it is frequently targeted by enteric pathogens (Cho and Yoon, 2014), the ileum is an ideal gut region in which to study host-microbial interactions and explore opportunities for improving calf gut health.

Based on our previous study (Malmuthuge et al., 2015), it is clear that the ileum is colonized with a dense bacterial population at birth, and that feeding heat-treated colostrum soon after birth alters bacterial composition by promoting colonization with *Bifidobacterium* and decreasing colonization with *E. coli* (Malmuthuge et al., 2015). Therefore, we need to study the interactions between ileal microbiota and ileal mucosal immune components when using microbial manipulation methods, to generate an in-depth understanding of the mechanisms that promote calf gut health. This will be fundamental to designing effective manipulation tools and techniques.

Studies on maternal effects on the establishment of the early gut microbiome, such as maternal microbiota (Dominguez-Bello et al., 2010) and maternal stress during pregnancy (Jasarevic et al., 2015; Zijlmans et al., 2015), are being conducted in humans and mice. These factors may cause epigenetic changes (chemical changes that occur in DNA without modifying the DNA sequence of a gene) and are known as epigenetic stimuli that influence the behavior, health, and metabolism of the offspring (Pacchierotti and Spanò, 2015). Maternal antibiotic treatment has been shown to influence the early gut microbiome of offspring by altering the microbiome of the birth canal (Stokholm et al., 2014), one of the early exposures for newborns. Antimicrobials are often used in the dairy industry to treat cows (Léger et al., 2017); therefore, understanding maternal effects on the early gut microbiome and gut health of preweaned calves will also be important.

**CONCLUSIONS**

High calf mortality caused by enteric infections, as well as increasing pressure to decrease the use of prophylactic antimicrobials, encourage multidisciplinary approaches to improve gut health in neonatal calves by manipulating the gut microbiome. However, our understanding of the microbiome in the development of mucosal immune system and maintenance of immune homeostasis is very limited. Although the number of studies is increasing, only a few studies have tried to integrate understanding of gut microbiota and host health; most studies focus on these factors separately. The majority of studies used fecal samples to sequence
16S rRNA genes and explore gut microbial composition, but this approach does not allow us to understand the functionality of the gut microbiome. Studies comparing the bacterial composition of the gastrointestinal tract in neonatal calves have reported regional differences in the gut, as well as differences between tissue-associated and content-associated bacteria. Therefore, we need to focus on host-microbial interactions at the site of enteric infection (ileum) in the future. Huge individual variations in calf gut microbial composition have been reported, but attempts to understand the effects of host genetics or epigenetics are lacking. Moreover, dietary manipulations have been tested to decrease diarrhea incidence and calf mortality, but these studies have not explored modulatory mechanisms or effects on the gut microbiome. We need to use integrated approaches to understand host-microbial interactions in the pathogenesis of enteric infections and during dietary interventions to improve calf health by manipulating the gut microbiome.
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